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ABSTRACT

mage compression based on quantizing the

d
image in the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
omain can generate blocky artifacts in the out-

s
a
put image. It is possible to reduce these artifact
nd RMS error by adjusting measures of block

g
t
edginess and image roughness, while restrictin
he DCT coefficient values to values that would

d
i
have been quantized to those of the compresse
mage. We also introduce a DCT coefficient

.amplitude adjustment that reduces RMS error

INTRODUCTION
n

i
Lossy image compression in the DCT domai

s achieved by the quantization of the DCT
t

i
coefficients. The quantization of a single coefficien
n a single block causes the reconstructed image to

p
differ from the original image by an error image
roportional to the associated basis function in that

-
n
block. Our goal here is to try to reduce the blocki
ess without reducing the accuracy of the recon-
struction.

The sum of squared differences between adja-

t
cent block edge pixels is a measure of blockiness
hat tends to increase with the amount of compres-

k
e
sion. A similar measure taken away from the bloc
dge provides an estimate of the blockiness in the

t
original image. Lowering the blockiness value to
his estimate, while limiting coefficient change to

b
the quantization level, can reduce both apparent
lockiness and RMS (root mean square) error.

r
s
Weighting spatial frequency components by thei
patial frequency and then summing their squared

e
i
values give a measure of image roughness. Som
mprovement results from rereducing the within-

s
h
block image roughness if reducing the blockines
as increased it. This method has been presented
earlier. Here we also describe a DCT amplitude1

adjustment procedure that itself reduces RMS error

a
and improves the performance of the smoothing
lgorithm.

The goal of this project is the development of

h
algorithms for improving the quality of images that
ave already been compressed by a JPEG-like

b
scheme in which the image is divided up into
locks, each block is converted to DCT coefficients,

t
and these coefficients are then quantized. In JPEG
here follows a stage of lossless encoding that we

ignore for the present purpose. We assume that we

q
have the quantized coefficients and the matrix of
uantization values. Our problem is to find an

e
i
image that is more like the original image than th
mage obtained simply by performing the inverse
DCT on the quantized coefficients.

Fig. 1 shows an original image. Fig. 2 shows
t

a
that image after quantization and restoration withou
ny de-blocking. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding

.
O
images after our de-blocking algorithm is applied
ur method can be described as follows:

o1) Adjust the amplitudes of the DCT coefficients t
reduce the RMS error.

2) Measure the blockiness of the image and estimate

3
how blocky it should be.

) Lower the blockiness to the estimate.
e4) Ensure that all DCT coefficients quantize to thos

of the compressed image.
s5) If the within-block roughness of the image ha

increased, restore it to its original value.
e6) Ensure that all DCT coefficients quantize to thos

of the compressed image.
In the rest of the paper, we make this descrip-

r
t
tion more precise, show some quantitative results fo
his image. and relate our work to that of others.

e
We conclude that if the quantization is strong
nough to generate significant block artifacts, our

d
method gives moderate de-blocking and a small
ecrease in the RMS image error.

THEORY

mThe DCT image transfor
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has

.become a standard method of image compression2,3

b
Typically the image is divided into 8×8-pixel
locks, which are each transformed into 64 DCT

Ncoefficients. The DCT coefficients I , of an N ×u , v

x , y yblock of image pixels i , are given b

I = i c c , u , v = 0,N −1,(1a)
N −1

x , y x , u y , v
0

N −1

y =0
u , v

x =
Σ Σ

where

c = α cos(
2N
π u [2x +1]) , (1b)

and

x , u u

α = 2 /N , u > 0
1 /N , u = 0

. (1c)u √

√



-

D
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CT coefficient quantization
-In JPEG quantization a coefficient is quan2,3

tized by the operation

S = Round(
Q
I

) . (2)u , v

v
u , v

u ,

u , v l
t
The compressed image contains both the S for al
he blocks and the Q . To retrieve the image, first
t

u , v
he DCT coefficients are restored (with their quanti-
zation error) by

Î = S Q , (3)

u

u , v u , v u , v

, vwhere Q denotes the quantizer step size used for
coefficient I . The blocks of image pixels areu , v
reconstructed by the inverse transform:

)î = Î c c , (4x , y
u =0

N −1

v =0

N −1

u , v x , u y , v

w

Σ Σ

hich for this normalization is the same as the for-
s

o
ward transform. Our goal is to find better estimate
f these coefficients.

DCT coefficient amplitude adjustment
e

c
The standard method of restoring th

oefficient, using Eq. 3, is equivalent to replacing

i
each coefficient by the center of the quantization
nterval in which the original coefficient falls. The

u
distribution of the non-DC coefficients for a given
, v peaks at zero and decreases monotonically.

e
d
For quantization intervals not including zero, th
istribution of the original coefficients is denser at

f
t
the end of the interval closer to zero. The mean o
he distribution is the minimum mean squared error

b
reconstructor. For simplicity, we model the distri-
ution of absolute amplitudes as exponential with

.mean µ. We estimate µ by the mean of the Su , v
u , v yWe then replace S b

S − 0.5 + µ −
1 − e
e , if S > 0 ,
−1/µ

u , vµu , v −1/

u , v u , v )S , if S = 0 , (5

., if S < 0e
e

S + 0.5 − µ +
1 −u , v −1/µ

−1/µ

u , v

S
i

The dotted line in Fig. 4 shows the RM
mprovement for the image in Fig. 1 as a function

o
1
of the level of quantization, which ranged from 5 t
00 in steps of 5. A constant quantization matrix

-
t
was used. For moderately high levels of quantiza
ion, the amplitude adjustment was not as effective.

t
Comparing the predicted means of the interval dis-
ribution with the actual means, we find that Eq. 5

noverestimates the desired correction when the mea

of the S is a small fraction. This is probably
c

u , v
aused by the poor fit of the exponential near zero,

A

where the actual distribution is flat.

global measure of blockiness
oSuppose i and i are the image values of tw1 2

pixels that are next to each other in the same row or
t

t
column, but are in different blocks. We assume tha
he blockiness of the compressed image is related to
the fact that before compression, the values of i 1
a 2nd i were usually similar, but they have been

e
t
made more different by the quantization. We defin
he edge variance E to be sum of the squared
differences for all such pixel pairs.

E = (i − i ) , (6)Σ 1 2
2

The block edge variance E is our measure of image
blockiness.

We estimate the desired value of the edge
e

p
variance by computing the same measure for th
ixels just inside the edge on either side and taking

v
the average. If this estimate is less than the edge
ariance, we attempt to reduce the edge variance to

o
this value. This reduction is done in the direction
f the gradient of edge variance and may not be

n
t
completely achieved if the minimum reduction i
his direction is above the next-to-edge variance.

y
a

Adjusting the edge variance in this way onl
lters the edge pixels. The problem has been

s
b
reduced at the boundary, but a new problem ha
een created inside the blocks. We attempt to

f
i
reduce this problem by monitoring a measure o
mage roughness in the blocks.

sA global measure of intra-block roughnes
Our measure of the intra-block roughness is

d
b
the sum of squares of the DCT coefficients weighte
y their spatial frequency,

R = (u + v ) I , (7)
u ,v

2 2
u , v

2Σ

summed over all blocks. By weighting each com-
u +v , weponent I by its spatial frequency √u , v
2 2

e
v
obtain a measure closely related to the total edg
ariance inside the block. If this measure increases

r
after reducing the edge variance, we attempt to
eturn it to its original value by changing it along its

S

gradient.

moothing results
The solid line in Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the

c
RMS error in the smoothed picture to that of the
ompressed image. It shows that the smoothing

:
i
usually improved the accuracy of image restoration
t improves the RMS error except in the case that
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he quantization is very low and the the next-to-edge

i
estimate is also low. Fortunately, in this case, the
mage will only be slightly changed and there would
be no apparent need for de-blocking.

DISCUSSION
e

g
The present problem is a special case of th

eneral problem discussed by Wu and Gersho ,4
n

o
optimal decoding of an image under the assumptio
f constrained encoding. They formalize the prob-

e
a
lem as that of finding the image that minimizes th
verage value of a distortion function. In an earlier

fpaper , they applied this concept to the derivation o5

optimal additive contribution to the block for each
)

d
possible level of each DCT coefficient. Their (NLI
ecoder gave a 0.7 dB improvement in mean square

0
error on a diverse 23 image training set and about
.5 dB improvement on new images. They report

m
apparent reduction in blockiness, but since the
ethod was restricted to within blocks, it does not

-
m
directly attack the problem. Our amplitude adjust
ent is an application of this strategy to the single

e
DCT coefficient amplitudes. The use of the
xponential distribution model removes the depen-

c
dence on amplitude and represents the effects of
oefficient indices and quantization level to be

d
f
represented by a single parameter easily estimate
rom the quantized data.

Stevenson has analyzed this problem from
t

6, 7

he maximum a posterior (MAP) point of view.
e

p
The goal is to find the image that maximizes th
robability of the image given the quantized image.

f
Using a non-Gaussian Markov random field model
or the image distribution, the resulting solution is

s
w
the minimum of a roughness function similar to our
ith the squaring operation replaced by a Huber

n
c
operation in the space domain. The quantizatio
onstraint is also enforced. The method appears to

G
c
strongly reduce blocking for the Lena picture, JPE
ompressed at 30 to 1, but no quantitative measures

b
are reported. The Huber function is reported to be
etter than the squaring operation at allowing edges

i
in the original image to persist through the smooth-
ng.

Our methods and results are similar to the
d

K
iterative projection method of Yang, Galatsanos, an
atsaggelos , They also use edge variance and the
q

8

uantization constraint. They compute separate hor-

t
izontal and vertical edge variances and force them
o their correct values in the original image by a

t
weighted averaging of edge pixels. They iterate
hese two constraints in conjunction with the quanti-

s
zation constraint and range constraints in both the
pace and DCT domains. Since the constraints are

projections onto convex sets, iterating them is
s

a
guaranteed to terminate, since the original image i
solution. They report a 1 dB improvement in

t
r
RMS error of reconstruction and strong apparen
eduction in the blockiness for the 256×256 Lena

-
t
image when the PSNR for the original reconstruc
ion was 27.9 dB. Our method differs from their

k
s
method mainly in the addition of the within bloc
moothness constraint and the estimation of the edge
variance.

SUMMARY
g

D
We have presented a method of estimatin

CT coefficients from their quantized values and
n

t
the quantization matrix, which are both included i
he JPEG standard compressed image file. This
m

2

ethod of image reconstruction can reduce blocki-

i
ness and RMS error in DCT quantized images. It
ncludes a simple method of DCT coefficient ampli-
tude adjustment that reduces the RMS error itself.
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Figure 1. The original image.

.Figure 2. The image after standard quantization

x

Figure 3. The image after smoothing.

e
a
Figure 4. The ratio of RMS error after amplitud
djustment to that after standard quantization (dotted

.line) and the same ratio after smoothing (solid line)


